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Abstract

Cheng and Comley demonstrated type flaw attacks against the key establishment mechanism

12 standardized in ISO/IEC 11770-2:1996. They also proposed enhancements to fix the security

flaws in the mechanism. We show that the enhanced version proposed by Cheng and Comley is

still vulnerable to type flaw attacks. As well we show that the key establishment mechanism 13

in the above standard is vulnerable to a type flaw attack.

1 Introduction

The ISO/IEC 11770-2:1996 standard provides 13 different key establishment mechanisms using

symmetric techniques. One of the six server-based protocols in the standard, namely mechanism

12, is known to contain serious security flaws, which were found by Cheng and Comley [1, 2]. In

this paper we present attacks against the enhanced version proposed by Cheng and Comley as well

as an attack against the key establishment mechanism 13 in the above standard. We discovered the

attacks with the aid of Scyther, an automated protocol analysis tool developed by Cremers [3]. The

attacks can be classified as type flaw attacks [4], that is, attacks where a message field of one type
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X The distinguishing identifier of entity X

S A trusted third party

I(X) An intruder impersonating as X

{M}K The encryption of message M with key K

(X,Y ) Concatenation of strings X and Y

TV P A time variant parameter, e.g. random number, timestamp or sequence number

TV PX , TV P ′
X A time variant parameter generated by X

RX , R′
X A random number generated by entity X

TX , T ′X A timestamp generated by entity X

NX , N ′
X A sequence number generated by entity X

KXY A symmetric key between entities X and Y

Table 1: Notations

is mistaken as a field of another type. The server-based protocols in the standard use optional text

fields in the messages that are encrypted. For convenience, we ignore the optional text fields. The

protocols use two types of symmetric key, a long-term key which is initially shared by a protocol

user with a server, and a short-term key which is established by running the protocol. We will use

the notations shown in Table 1.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an attack on mechanism 13.

Section 3 reviews the attacks identified by Cheng and Comely on mechanism 12. Section 4 presents

attacks on the enhancement proposed by Cheng and Comley.

2 Attack on mechanism 13

The original description of mechanism 13 assumes that the initiator and responder are B and A,

respectively. However, it is more conventional to assume that A is the initiator and B is the

responder. The description shown in Fig. 1 is obtained by interchanging the roles of A and B in

the original description.

Using Scyther, we discovered an attack on this protocol, which is shown in Fig. 2. The result of

the attack is that A accepts a forged key to communicate with B; this key is generated by the
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intruder I, instead of B. The attack begins with I intercepting the nonce RA intended for B.

I generates a random value X and starts a parallel run with B in which I masquerades as the

principal (RA, A, X) to B. In this run, B generates a key KIB to communicate with the entity

whose identity is (RA, A,X) and sends message 2’ to S. The reply from S is intercepted by I. I

replays the message part encrypted in KBS by S to masquerade as B in the first run. S interprets

this message as a request from B to transfer the key X to A. Using S’s reply I sends a forged

message to A in the first run. Upon receiving this message, A interprets X as a session key with

B. Thus I can successfully impersonate B to A.

The above attack makes the assumption that a concatenation be accepted as an entity name. Such

assumptions have been used in type flaw attacks that have appeared in the literature previously; for

example, see the attacks by Boreale and Buscemi [5] on the Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol [6]

and by Gao, Boedei and Degano [7] on the amended Needham-Schroeder symmetric key protocol

[8].

3 Attacks by Cheng and Comley on Mechanism 12

Mechanism 12 uses a time variant parameter TV PA in the message sent from A to S. We call

the implementation which uses a nonce issued by A as TV PA the nonce version and which uses

a timestamp issued by A as TV PA the timestamp version. Fig. 4 shows the replay attack on the

nonce version of the protocol, which was discovered by Cheng and Comley [1, 2].

In the attacking run, I tricks S into re-issuing an old key, which B accepts as new even though it

1. A → B : RA

2. B → S : {R′
B, RA, A, KAB}KBS

3. S → B : {R′
B, A}KBS

, {RA,KAB, B}KAS

4. B → A : {RA, KAB, B}KAS
, {RB, RA}KAB

5. A → B : {RA, RB}KAB

Figure 1: Mechanism 13
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1. A → I(B) : RA

1′. I(RA, A, X) → B : RI

2′. B → S : {R′
B, RI , (RA, A, X), KIB}KBS

3′. S → I(B) : {R′
B, (RA, A, X)}KBS

, {RI ,KIB, B}K(RA,A,KI )S

2. I(B) → S : {R′
B, RA, A, X}KBS

3. S → I(B) : {R′
B, A}KBS

, {RA, X, B}KAS

4. I(B) → A : {RA, X, B}KAS
, {R′

I , RA}X

5. A → I(B) : {RA, R′
I}X

Figure 2: Attack on mechanism 13

1. A → S : {TV PA, B, KAB}KAS

2. S → A : {TV PA, B}KAS
, {TS ,KAB, A}KBS

3. A → B : {TS ,KAB, A}KBS
, {TA, B}KAB

4. B → A : {TB, A}KAB

Figure 3: ISO Protocol 12

may possibly be an old compromised key. Such an attack is commonly called a known-key attack.

The replay attack shown above is not possible on the timestamp version of the protocol. However,

Cheng and Comley found a type flaw attack against the timestamp version, which works on the

nonce version of the protocol as well. The type flaw attack is shown in Fig. 5. The result of the

attack is that A accepts a forged key for communication with B.

Using Scyther we were able to re-discover the attacks shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5; no other attacks

were detected using Scyther.

4 Attacks on Cheng-Comley-ISO mechanism 12

Cheng and Comley proposed a modification to mechanism 12 to avoid the attacks described in

the previous section. The enhanced version is called the fixed universal protocol ; like its original
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1. I(A) → S : {RA, B, KAB}KAS

2. S → I(A) : {RA, B}KAS
, {T ′S ,KAB, A}KBS

3. I(A) → B : {T ′S ,KAB, A}KBS
, {TI , B}KAB

4. B → A : {T ′B, A}KAB

Figure 4: Replay attack on protocol using nonces

1. I → S : {TI , B, A}KIS

2. S → I : {TI , B}KIS
, {TS , A, I}KBS

1′. I(B) → S : {TS , A, I}KBS

2′. S → I(B) : {TS , A}KBS
, {T ′S , I, B}KAS

3′. I(B) → A : {T ′S , I, B}KAS
, {TI , A}I

4′. A → I(B) : {TA, B}I

Figure 5: Type attack on protocol using nonces

counterpart it can be viewed as a generalization of the nonce and timestamp versions. The fixed

universal protocol is shown in Fig. 6. They also proposed an alternative fixed protocol using

timestamps, which uses a different message structure than the protocol obtained from the fixed

universal protocol by using a timestamp for TV PA. Using Scyther, we discovered attacks on the

three fixed protocols.

The fixed universal protocol using nonces avoids both the attacks that are possible against its

original counterpart. In the fixed protocol the intruder cannot obtain the message intended for B

1. A → S : {TV PA, B, KAB}KAS

2. S → A : {TV PA, B, {TS ,KAB, A}KBS
}KAS

3. A → B : {TS ,KAB, A}KBS
, {TA, B}KAB

4. B → A : {TB, A}KAB

Figure 6: Fixed universal protocol
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from the message sent by S, because of the double encryption in message 2. Fig. 7 shows an attack

found by Scyther on the above protocol.

1. A → I(S) : {RA, B, KAB}KAS

2. I(S) → A : {RA, B, KAB}KAS

3. A → I(B) : KAB, {TA, B}KAB

4. I(B) → A : {TI , A}KAB

Figure 7: Attack on fixed protocol using nonces

The attack exploits the symmetry between the first two messages of the protocol. The intruder I

captures the encrypted message sent from A to S, and masquerades as S by replaying the message

to A. In the third message, A inadvertently transmits the key KAB in clear. Thus I can successfully

impersonate B to A.

The above attack assumes that A interprets the key KAB as the encrypted message {TS ,KAB, A}KBS
.

The attack found by Gao, Bodei and Degano and Brodo [9] on the Woo and Lam protocol π1 [10]

makes a similar assumption: it requires that a nonce be interpreted as an encrypted message.

An attack similar to the one against the fixed universal protocol using nonces applies to the times-

tamp version of the protocol. Using Scyther we were able to find another possible attack on the

timestamp version of the protocol, which is shown in Fig. 8.

1. A → S : {TA, B,KAB}KAS

2. S → A : {TA, B, {TS , KAB, A}KBS
}KAS

3. A → B : {TS ,KAB, A}KBS
, {T ′A, B}KAB

3′. I({TS ,KAB, A}KBS
) → A : {TA, B, {TS , KAB, A}KBS

}KAS
, {TI , A}B

4′. A → I({TS ,KAB, A}KBS
) : {T ′′A, {TS ,KAB, A}KBS

}B

Figure 8: Attack on fixed protocol using timestamps

The attack works as follows. The intruder I waits for A and B to exchange the first three messages.

Then I starts a second run in which I masquerades as an initiator with identity equal to the
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encrypted message {TS ,KAB, A}KBS
and A plays the role of the responder. The first two messages

of the second run are omitted. I spoofs the third message by replaying the message sent by S in the

first run. Upon receiving this message, A interprets the name B as a session key with the principal

{TS ,KAB, A}KBS
.

The alternative fixed protocol using timestamps, which was proposed by Cheng and Comley, is

shown in Fig. 9. It modifies the original protocol by adding B’s name in encrypted message sent to

B. This minor change prevents the attack shown in Fig. 5.

1. A → S : {TA, B,KAB}KAS

2. S → A : {TA, B}KAS
, {TS , B,KAB, A}KBS

3. A → B : {TS , B, KAB, A}KBS
, {TA, B}KAB

4. B → A : {TB, A}KAB

Figure 9: Alternative fixed protocol using timestamps

Fig. 10 shows an attack found by Scyther on the above protocol. It involves three runs. In the first

run, I requests S to transfer a key KIB to B. After receiving the reply from S, I starts a second

run where I masquerades as B to S by replaying the message part encrypted in KBS by S in the

first run. S interprets this message as a request from B to transfer a key (KIB, I) to B. I intercepts

the reply from S and starts a third attacking run where I masquerades as the principal (I, B) to

B by replaying the message part encrypted in KBS by S in the second run. Upon receiving this

message, B accepts KIB as a key with the principal (I, B). Thus I can successfully impersonate as

(I,B) to B.

It should be noted that above attack assumes that a principal can use the protocol to establish a

key with itself. A similar assumption is used the attack proposed by Just and Vaudenay [11] on the

MTI A class of protocols [12].
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1. I → S : {TI , B, KIB}KIS

2. S → I : {TI , B}KIS
, {TS , B, KAB, I}KBS

1′. I(B) → S : {TS , B, (KIB, I)}KBS

2′. S → I(B) : {TS , B}KBS
, {T ′S , B, KIB, I, B}KBS

3′′. I(I,B) → B : {T ′S , B, KIB, (I, B)}KBS
, {TI , B}KIB

4′′. B → I(I, B) : {TB, (I, B)}KIB

Figure 10: Attack on alternative fixed protocol using timestamps

5 Conclusions

The mechanism 12 in ISO/IEC 11770-2:1996 was analyzed previously by Cheng and Comley, who

found vulnerabilities in it. Subsequently, they proposed an enhanced version of the mechanism.

Using Scyther, we were able to discover type flaw attacks on the enhanced mechanism. Scyther also

discovered a type flaw attack on mechanism 13 in the above standard. Finally, we remark that type

flaw attacks can be quite complex, thus they may not be easily found without the aid of automated

tools that are capable of detecting such attacks.
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